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1 Introduction 

Due to the highly competitive environment in which manufacturing industries are operating, it is 

critical to maximize productivity and return from scarce resources. Manufacturers must choose 

between various alternatives to optimally utilize their resources in order to satisfy the customer 

demand. This decision-making process is described by production planning, scheduling and supply-

chain optimization. Production scheduling is especially important in the process industries 

(pharmaceuticals, chemicals, food etc.). Since manufacturers strive to increase their productivity, 

while reducing their operating costs, determining the exact allocation, timing and sequencing of jobs 

in a complex production becomes increasingly challenging.  

Acknowledging the importance of efficient production scheduling, academia proposed numerous 

strategies to deal with the scheduling problem. Over the last 30 years, many diverse approaches, 

mixed-integer programming (MIP) formulations and algorithms have been proposed. A number of 

studies addressing the production scheduling problem of these processes can be found across 

different scientific communities. In the early 1990s attempts have concentrated on general 

representations and algorithms that cover a wide range of production scheduling problems [1], [2] . 

Later research focused on exploiting the structure of specific types of scheduling problems. In [3] and 

[4] the scheduling of multiproduct multistage batch plants using slot-based formulations have been 

proposed. The important contributions by [5] and [6] are characteristic examples of sequence-based 

formulations, while [7] and [8] have also developed algorithms that exploit the structure of the 

problem. A thorough review that covers the short-term process scheduling methodologies can be 

found in [9]. 

The importance of applying scheduling solutions on industrial cases has been widely recognized by 

the industry [10]. However, few attempts have been made that consider production scheduling 

problems of real-life plants in order to reduce the gap between theory and industrial practice. 

Therefore, there is a growing interest in the theoretical implementation to industrial practice. One of 

the main difficulties of this implementation is that scheduling problems are usually NP-hard and 

problems with large number of resources and tasks can become intractable. Therefore, to obtain 

optimal solutions, efficient MILP models and solution algorithms are required, considering plant-

specific operational constraints. In [11] a rolling horizon approach is utilized to solve a multistage 

production of medium size, while a real pharmaceutical industry was examined in [12] using an MIP-

based decomposition strategy. [13] proposed a solution strategy for make-and-pack processes, which 

was validated using data of a real consumer goods company. 

Most production plants in the food processing industry sector combine both batch processes and 

continuous operations, thus working in a semi-continuous production mode. This mode is commonly 

used because production becomes more flexible and equipment can be more efficiently utilized, 

allowing the production of high-value, low-volume products. Despite the large number of papers in 

the open literature, most of the contributions focus on either batch or continuous processes. So, very 

limited work has been reported for mixed batch and continuous facilities (often called semi-

continuous processes), despite being very common in the food, chemical, pharmaceutical and other 

industrial sectors. Furthermore, the application of scheduling techniques and methodologies is 

mainly limited to medium-size problems which often ignore the complexity of real-life industrial 

problems. [14] developed a hybrid genetic algorithm, for the lot-sizing and scheduling problem of a 
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dairy industry considering perishability issues and [15] studied a real-life yoghurt production process 

and proposed a novel mixed discrete/continuous time representation. 

Within the scope of this work, multiple solution strategies are presented to address the challenging 

production scheduling of real-life multiproduct multistage process industries. While the focus is on 

food processes the proposed models are generic enough to be employed to other process industries 

such as chemicals and pharmaceuticals. A large-scale complex canned fish industry, offered by our 

FRINSA partner is considered as the basis for the developed modelling frameworks. The plant is 

comprised of mixed batch and continuous production operations, thus working on a semi-continuous 

production mode. This work constitutes one of the first systematic attempts to solve the scheduling 

problem of a food industry of this size. 

2 Description of FRINSA plant 

In this project the plant of FRINSA del Noroeste located in Ribeira, Spain is considered as the basis for 

the proposed modelling and optimization scheduling frameworks.  The plant produces a large 

number of canned fish products making it one of the largest producers in Europe. In particular, the 

plant can produce more than 400 final products and has a production capacity of 3-4 million cans per 

day. Several stages, mixed batch and continuous, are required for the production of each can (figure 

2.1). Initially, the fish stored in blocks is unfrozen and then filled in cans along with the ingredients 

(e.g. oil, tomatoes, etc.) required by the recipe. The next stage is the sterilization which guarantees 

the microbiological quality of the product. Finally, the sterilized cans are packaged (labelling, packing 

into cartons, boxes etc.) into the final products. 

 

 
Figure 2.1 Canned fish production line layout 

 

The plant is a multiproduct multistage facility combining both batch (unfreezing, sterilizing) and 

continuous (sealing and filling, packaging) processes with multiple parallel units. An important 

characteristic of the plant is that all chambers (unfreezing-sterilization) are identical, while each 

sealing and filling and packing line consists of a different set of machines.  In general, the large 

production demand and high production flexibility (multiple units can process every single final 

product) increases significantly the complexity. According to the plant operators, the sterilization and 

packing stages are the most intensive processes of the plant and they constitute the main production 

bottlenecks. The short-term scheduling horizon of interest is one week (5 days), whereas the 

processing units are available 24 hours. Sequence-dependent changeovers and inventory limitations 

have to be considered. The salient characteristics of the scheduling problem is to take into account a 

large number of design and operating constraints while ensuring demand satisfaction. The overall 

production schedule is affected by rather conflicting goals such as the optimal use of resources, the 

minimization of makespan and the reduction of costs and optimal energy use. The project aims to 
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increase the plant’s productivity and minimize the total costs of the production (operating, energy, 

changeover costs etc.). 

3 Modelling approach A: Single stage continuous 
production 

In this section a first approach to solve the FRINSA production scheduling problem is presented. 

Initially all the assumptions and considerations of the approach are defined (section 3.1). Then, the 

mathematical model is thoroughly analyzed in section 3.2 and finally validation results based on 

realistic date provided by FRINSA are presented (section 3.3). 

3.1 Problem statement 
In this approach the optimization is focused on a single production stage, in particular the packing of 
the final products. The model is based on the assumption that the main bottleneck of the production 
is the packing stage, therefore no other stage is modelled in detail. 

The problem addressed here is formally defined in terms of the following items: 

 A known horizon divided into a set of production periods n N with available production 

time ,j nhor . 

 A set of parallel packing lines j J with given setup time ,j nsu . 

 A set of sterilization chambers st ST with production capacity
cap

pst  for each product. 

 A set of products p P  with production targets of different due dates ,p ndem  , packing 

rates ,p jrate  ,inventory limitations 
min

ps  ,
max

ps  and maximum production capacity for every 

packing line , ,

max

p j nb . jP  are the products that can be processed in each packing line j . 

 A changeover operation of time , ,p p jsdf  is necessary in each packing line whenever the 

production is changed between two products. 

We assume a non-preemptive operation, no fluctuations in orders (demand uncertainty) and that 
there are no limitations of resources (manpower, steam, water, etc.). The key decision variables are: 

 the allocation of products to packing lines at every period n , , ,p j nY   

 the sequencing of product-lots in every packing line, , , ,p p j nX    

 the completion time of the production of every product, , ,p j nC   

 the amount of product p  produced in unit j at period n , , ,p j nQ    

 the inventory level of product p  at the end of every production period n , ,p nS   

A holistic approach is followed, meaning that all decisions are made by a single MIP-model, so that 
an objective function representing the total production time is optimized. 
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3.2 Modelling approach 

3.2.1 Conceptual details of the formulation 
The proposed model integrates two different modelling approaches. A discrete-time approach is 

used for mass balance and inventory calculations (production planning decisions), while a 

continuous-time representation is employed for the unit allocation, timing and sequencing of 

product lots (production scheduling decisions) as originally proposed in our previous work [15, 16]. 

This cross-bread of discrete and continuous time representation can be visualized in Figure 3.1. 

For the production planning subproblem a fixed time grid is adopted. In particular the planning 

horizon is divided into n N production periods (days), with period n  starting at time point 1n

and finishing at time point n . Note that the use of a discrete-time approach at the planning level 

(big-bucket) enables the correct calculation of inventory costs and mass balances at the end of each 

production period. Material balances for each product are expressed at the end of each planning 

period in terms of total production level , ,p j nQ , inventory level ,p nS , and demand ,p ndem . It is 

assumed that the produced amounts during a production period become available at the end of the 

respective period. The production planning and scheduling subproblems are interconnected through 

the amount , ,p j nQ of product p  produced in packing line j  during period n . Variable , ,p j nQ is used 

by the production planning problem for the calculation of variables ,p nS for the material balances, 

while at the same time variables , ,p j nQ  are subject to detailed sequencing and capacity constraints of 

the scheduling subproblem. Moreover, the capacity of the sterilizers is taken into account, so that 

the total produced amount of product p  in period n  , , ,p j nQ  does not exceed the production 

capabilities of the sterilization stage. 

Figure 3.1: Mixed discrete-continuous time representation 
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In the scheduling subproblem, the products are allocated on packing lines using an immediate 

precedence approach for sequencing [17]. In particular, the assignment binary variable , ,p j nY  is 

introduced to denote the assignment of product p  in packing line j  during period n  and the 

sequencing binary variable , , ,p p j nX  is used to denote an immediate precedence between products p

, p  in unit j within period n . This allows us to correctly take into account the changeover times 

between products. For the timing of processing of product p in unit j during period n , variable 

, ,p j nC is introduced.  

3.2.2 MILP-model 
In this section, we present a MIP formulation for the production planning and scheduling of the 

parallel-unit (single-stage) facility described in section 3.1. Constraints are grouped according to the 

type of decision (e.g., assignment, timing, sequencing, etc.). 

Product-lot sizing constraints 

Constraints (3.1) set the upper bound of the produced amount of product p  in packaging unit j in 

time period n . Binary variable , ,p j nY defines whether a product p is packaged in unit j in time 

period n . 

 

 , , , , , ,n , ,max
p j n p j n p j jQ b Y p P j n       (3.1) 

Product processing time definition 

The required processing time , ,p j nT of product-lot p in unit j in time period n  is calculated through 

the given packing rate ,p jrate  of the product in the respective packing line and the produced 

amount , ,p j nQ . 

 
, ,

, ,

,

, ,
p j n

p j n j

p j

Q
T p P j n

rate
     (3.2) 

Unit allocation constraints  

Constraint set (3.3) ensures that a packing line j is active in period n , when at least on product p is 

assigned to it in this production period ( , , 1p j nY  ). In addition, constraints (3.4) state that in case no 

product p is assigned to line j at period n , then the unit allocation variable ,j nV  needs to be zero. 

 , , , , ,j n p j n jV Y p P j n     (3.3) 

 , , , ,
j

j n p j n

p P

V Y j n


    (3.4) 
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Timing and sequencing constraints 

Constraints (3.5) and (3.6) denote that if a product p is allocated to line j at period n , at most one 

product p is processes right after and/or before it. 

 

 , , , , ,

,

, ,
j

p p j n p j n j

p P p p

X Y p P j n

   

     (3.5) 

 
, , , , , , ,

j

p p j n p j n j

p P

X Y p P j n

 

     (3.6) 

According to constraint set (3.7) the total number of active sequencing variables , , ,p p j nX  plus the 

line utilization binary variable ,j nV should equal the total active binary variables , ,p j nY  in a packing 

line at period n . For example, if five products are processed in packing line j  then four sequencing 

variables will be active. 

 , , , , , ,

,

,
j j p

p p j n j n p j n

p P p P p p p J

X V Y j n




     

        (3.7) 

Constraint set (3.8) forces a product p that follows another product p on a packing line j (i.e.

, , , 1p p j nX   ) to start after the completion time of product p plus the required changeover time 

between them. A lower bound is imposed on completion time , ,p j nC , of each product by constraint 

set (3.9). In particular, the completion time has to be greater than the setup time of the packing line, 

the required processing time and the changeover time to any predecessor p . Constraints 3.10 

ensure that the horizon of each production time period is not violated. The completion time of every 

packing process must be less than the available period production time.  

 

     , , , , , , , , , , ,1 , , , ,p j n j p p p j n p j n p p j n j jC sdf C T M X p P p P p p j n   
              (3.8) 

 , , , , , , , , , , , ,

,

, , , ,
p

p j n p j n j n p j n j p p p p j n j j

p J p p

C T su Y sdf X p P p P p p j n 

  

            (3.9)   

 , , , , , , ,p j n j n p j n jC hor Y p P j n           (3.10) 

Inventory and capacity constraints 

Constraints (3.11) impose the lower and upper bounds of the inventory level of product p at every 

production period n . 

 , ,min max

p p n ps S s p n     (3.11) 
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The inventory of product p at period n , ,p nS is the summation of the previous period inventory 

, 1p nS  , plus the total production , ,p j nQ , minus the product demand ,p ndem .  

 

 
, , 1 , , , ,

p

p n p n p j n p n

j J

S S Q dem p n



      (3.12) 

To obtain feasible production schedules, the batch stage (sterilization) must be included in the 

mathematical model. Constraints (3.13) state that the total produced number of products p must be 

within allowed limits based on the production capacity 
cap

pst of each sterilizer. Binary variable ,st nYS

denotes that a sterilization chamber st is active in period n . 

 , , , ,
p

cap

p j n st n p

j J st

Q YS st p n


      (3.13) 

Tightening constraints  

The summation of the processing times of all products being processed in packing line j , plus the 

required changeovers and the setup time of the unit, must be less than the scheduling horizon (24 

hours) of each period n .  

 
, , , , , , , , , ,

,

,
j j j

p j n j p p p p j n j n j n j n

p P p P p P p p

T sdf X hor su V j n 

     

          (3.14) 

Objective 

The objective function of the model is expressed by constraints (3.15), which is the minimization of 

the total production makespan maxC , hence the minimization of changeovers and unnecessary idle 

times. 

 , , , ,max p j n jC C p P j n     (3.15) 

Nomenclature 

Indices/Sets 

,p p P  products 

j J   packing lines  

st ST  sterilizers 

n N   scheduling periods – days 

 

Subsets 

pJ   units that are able to pack products p  

jP   products p that can be processed in packing line j  
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Parameters  

, ,

max

p j nb   maximum production run (in cans) possible 

,p jrate   packing rate of product p  in packing line j  (in cans/hour) 

,j nhor   scheduling horizon of unit j at day n  (in hours) 

,j nsu   setup time of unit j at day n  (in hours) 

, ,j p psdf   changeover time between products p  and p  in unit j  (in hours) 

M   big-M parameter (available scheduling horizon) 

,p ndem   demand for product p at day n  (in cans) 

min

ps   minimum allowed inventory of product p  (in cans) 

max

ps   maximum allowed inventory of product p  (in cans) 

cap

pst   maximum available production capacity of sterilizers (in cans) 

 

Binary Variables 

, ,p j nY   allocation variable of product p to packing line j in time period n  

,j nV   variable signifying that a packing line j is active in period n  

, , ,p p j nX   immediate precedence variable: =1 if product p is processed before product p in 

packing line j at period n  

,st nYS   signifying that a sterilization unit st is active at day n  

Continuous Variables 

, ,p j nC   completion time for product p in unit j in day n  (in hours) 

, ,p j nT   required packing time for product p in unit j in day n  (in hours) 

 

Integer Variables 

, ,p j nQ   amount of product p produced in unit j in time period n  (in cans) 

,p nS   inventory level of product p in time period n  (in cans) 

 

Free Variable – Objective 

maxC   makespan (in hours) 
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3.3 Validation results 
An industrial case for the weekly scheduling of 150 final products is demonstrated. Realistic data 

have been provided by FRINSA. The MILP model presented in section 3.2 was implemented in GAMS 

24.9 [20] and solved using CPLEX 12.0. The problem instance was solved to optimality in reasonable 

computational time. In total the production of more than 15 million cans was successfully produced, 

representing a really demanding production week for the FRINSA plant. The maximum production 

makespan was 22.6 hours in line P2_L1 on Monday. Figure 3.2 illustrates the active times (processing 

plus setup and changeover times) for all packing lines at every period (day). It is evident from the 

utilization of the packing lines that the packing stage is not the production bottleneck of the plant. 

Despite, successfully satisfying the demand, most of the packing lines are underutilized. Therefore, 

an important conclusion is that it is essential to include the previous production stages (mainly the 

sterilization) to get a feasible production schedule for the FRINSA plant. 

 

Figure 3.2: Utilization of packing lines 

4 Modelling approach B: Multistage semi-
continuous production 

The results of solving the scheduling problem of FRINSA using approach A underlined the necessity of 

integrating the sterilization stage in the optimization procedure. Based on these observations 

approach B is constructed. Section 4 is structured as follows. First, the basic concepts of approach B 

are specified (section 4.1) and a MIP-based solution strategy to solve the multi-stage scheduling 

problem is presented (section 4.2). Finally, the solution strategy is validated, considering a real 

problem instance of the FRINSA plant (section 4.3). 
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4.1 Problem statement 
In this approach both the packing and sterilization stages are modelled in detail, thus a multi-stage 

semi-continuous (mixed batch and continuous) production is studied. In particular, the sterilization 

(batch) and packing (continuous) stage of the plant are studied. Hence, this approach considers the 

production scheduling problem of industrial-scale multiproduct multistage semi-continuous 

processes. 

The problem addressed here is formulated based on the following items: 

 A set of processing stages s S ( 1s =sterilization stage, 2s =packing stage). 

 A set of processing units j J . pJ  are the units that can process product p , while sJ the 

units that can process stage s . 

 A set of products p P  with specific production targets pdem  , packing rates prate  , 

sterilization times  
ster

pt ,minimum inventory limitations 
min

ps   and initial inventories 
init

ps . jP  

are the products that can be processed in each unit j . inP is the subset of products to be 

optimized. 

 A set of batches b B . The total demand of product p is divided into batches, based on the 

capacity of the sterilization chambers pBC . 

 A changeover operation of time , ,p p jch  is necessary in each packing line whenever the 

production is changed between two products. No changeover exists between products in the 

sterilization stage. 

Technically in the packing stage (continuous) product-lots are processed. In the mathematical 

representation though there is no need to distinguish between a product-batch in the batch stage, 

and a product-lot (which is processed in continuity to the previously mentioned product-batch) in the 

continuous stage. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, the term batch is used in both the sterilization 

and the packing stage. 

 We assume a non-preemptive operation, no fluctuations in orders (demand uncertainty) and that 

there are no limitations of resources (manpower, steam, water, etc.). Additionally, it is assumed than 

a zero-wait policy between the two processing stages is followed. In reality, there is the possibility to 

introduce some wait between the stages of the FRINSA plant. Taken into account this buffer, will lead 

to a better schedule, but will also radically increase the complexity of the problem. Thus, a zero-wait 

policy is chosen in this stage of the study. 

 The key decision variables are: 

 the required number of product-batches p -b  to be scheduled to satisfy the demand, pNB    

 the allocation of product-batches p -b  to units in every stage s , , , ,p b s jY  

 the relative sequence of any pair of product-batches p -b  and p -b in the sterilization 

stage , , ,p b p bX    

 the relative sequence of any pair of products p and p  in the packing stage ,p pX   

 the completion , ,p b sC and starting times , ,p b sL  of each product-batch in all stages 
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4.2 Modelling Approach 
In this approach a scheduling problem of significant degree of complexity, in terms of number of 

products, shared resources, stages and multiple operational and quality constraints is examined. 

Hence, a holistic approach similar to the one studied in the single stage process in approach A, will 

not suffice. To get a feasible solution in reasonable time, the initial problem needs to be split into a 

set of tractable subproblems. Therefore, an MILP-based solution strategy consisting of the following 

components is adopted:  

 A pre-optimization step for the batching decisions. 

 A MILP-model for the scheduling (unit allocation, timing and sequencing) decisions. 

 A product-based decomposition strategy to reduce the initial intractable problem into 

tractable subproblems. 

In figure 4.1 the basic rationale behind the decision making of the proposed strategy is illustrated.   

 

 

Figure 4.1 Decision making 

 

4.2.1 Preoptimization step 
Goal of this step is to convert the product orders into batches in the sterilization stage to fully satisfy 

the given demand (figure 4.2). In most food industries, such as the one studied in this project, the 

industrial practice imposes operations of the intermediate batch processes in their maximum 

capacity. The maximum utilization of the batch stage, allows for high production levels and 

minimization of changeovers between products. Thus, the batching problem can be solved a priori.  
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Figure 4.2: Product order to product-batches 

Equation (4.1) defines the minimum number of batches, pNB , to fully satisfy the demand. This 

number depends on the demand, the capacity of the sterilization chamber, the initial inventory at 

the start of the scheduling horizon and the minimum allowed inventory. Note that all sterilization 

units in the FRINSA plant are identical and the capacity depends only on the type of product (size of 

can).   

 

 

init min

p p p in

p

p

dem s s
NB p P

BC

  
   
  

  (4.1) 

To avoid overproduction the parameter pLBC is introduced. This item specifies the amount of 

product being processed in the last product-batch. The value of this parameter depends on the 

amount that needs to be produced (demand plus minimum inventory minus initial inventory) and the 

amount that has already been processed in all the previous batches of the product. 

 ( 1)init min in

p p p p p pLBC dem s s BC NB p P          (4.2) 

Based on the previous calculations and the given packing rate, the required time to process every 

product-batch in the packing stage is calculated.  

 , ,
ppack in

p b last

p

BC
t p P b b

rate
      (4.3) 

 , ,
ppack in

p b last

p

LBC
t p P b b

rate
      (4.4) 

In order to clearly understand this step of the solution strategy, assume a product with demand of 

1200 cans, capacity 500 cans per sterilizer and for simplicity, zero minimum and initial inventory. To 

satisfy the demand, a total number of 3 batches is required. The first 2 batches will fully utilize the 

sterilization chambers (500cans), while the last batch will process just 200cans. 
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4.2.2 MILP-model 
In this section the MILP formulation is presented for the multiproduct multistage semi-continuous 

facility of FRINSA. The MILP model employed in this approach is based on an extension of the general 

precedence framework as originally introduced by our previous work [18]. The constraints are 

grouped according to the type of decision. 

Unit allocation 

Constraint set (4.5) ensures that each product-batch p -b will go through one unit j  in every stage s

,utilizing the binary variable , , ,p b s jY .  

 
, , ,

( )

1 , ,
p s

in

p b s j

j J J

Y p P b B s S
 

        (4.5) 

Timing constraints 

The timing constraints (4.6) and (4.7) are imposed for a product-batch in the same production stage. 

In particular, constraints (4.6) ensure that the completion time of a product-batch in the sterilization 

stage is equal to the starting time of the process plus the required sterilization time for the specific 

product. Same holds for constraints (4.7), which express the connection between the start and the 

finish of the packing process based on the required packing time for each product-batch.  

 , , , , ,, , : 1ster in

p b s p p b s pL t C p P b B s S b NB s          (4.6) 

                                      , , , , , ,, , : 2pack in

p b s p b p b s pL t C p P b B s S b NB s                          (4.7) 

Constraints (4.8) guarantee that a zero-wait policy is adopted. Specifically, it imposes that the 

packing process of a product-batch should start exactly when the sterilization process is completed. 

In constraint set (4.9) the same policy is ensured, by interconnecting the starting time of a product-

batch in the two processing stages. The FRINSA plant follows a single production campaign policy in 

the packing stage, without allowing a waiting time between batches of the same product. This 

operational constraint is imposed by (4.10). According to these constraints, the completion time for a 

product batch should be equal to the staring time of the next batch of the same product.  

 , , , , 1 , , : , 2in

p b s p b s pL C p P b B s S b NB s         (4.8) 

 , , 1 , , , , : , 2ster in

p b s p p b s pL t L p P b B s S b NB s           (4.9) 

 , , , 1, , , : , 2in

p b s p b s pC L p P b B s S b NB s         (4.10) 

Sequencing constraints 

The sequencing constraints between product-batches in both the sterilization and packing stage are 

portrayed in constraints (4.11) – (4.14). In particular, constraints (4.11) and (4.12) enforce the 

starting time of a product-batch , ,p b sL   to be greater than the completion time of a product-batch 

, ,p b sC processed beforehand, if and only if both batches are allocated to the same sterilization 

chamber. Similarly, constraints (4.13) define the sequencing of different products in the packing line. 

Constraints (4.12) and (4.14) are the supplementary versions of (4.11) and (4.13) accordingly. Two 
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general precedence binary variables are employed ,p pX   and , , ,p b p bX   . Due to the single campaign 

policy, imposed by constraint (4.10), it is not necessary to declare a sequencing variable between 

product-batches in the packing stage. Hence, it is sufficient to just define the sequencing between 

products in the packing lines. This approach drastically reduces the number of binary variables to be 

specified in the MILP model. 

, , ,, , , , , , , , , ,(1 ) (2 )

, , , , , ( ) : , , , 1

p b p bp b s p b s p b s j p b s j

in in

p p s p p

L C M X M Y Y

p P p P b B b B s S j J J J p p b NB b NB s

    

 

       

               
  (4.11) 

   
, , ,, , , , , , , , , ,(2 )

, , , , , ( ) : , , , 1

p b p bp b s p b s p b s j p b s j

in in

p p s p p

L C M X M Y Y

p P p P b B b B s S j J J J p p b NB b NB s

    

 

      

               
         (4.12) 

 
, , , , , , , , , , , , ,(1 ) (2 )

, , , , , ( ) : , , , 2

p b s p b s p p j p p p b s j p b s j

in in

p p s p p

L C ch M X M Y Y

p P p P b B b B s S j J J J p p b NB b NB s

     

 

        

               
          (4.13) 

, , , , , , , , , , , , ,(2 )

, , , , , ( ) : , , , 2

p b s p b s p p j p p p b s j p b s j

in in

p p s p p

L C ch M X M Y Y

p P p P b B b B s S j J J J p p b NB b NB s

     

 

       

               
           (4.14) 

To avoid symmetric solutions, if two batches of the same product are assigned to the same unit, we 

assume that the lower indexed batch is performed first, according to (4.15) 

, , , , , , , , , ,(2 )

, , , : , , 2

p b s p b s p b s j p b s j

in

p p

L C M Y Y

p P b B b B s S b NB b NB s

     

        
                   (4.15) 

Objective 

Similar to the previous approach, the objective is the minimization of the total production makespan, 

hence the minimization of total changeover time and unnecessary idle times. 

, ,s , , : , 2in

max p b pC C p P b B s S b NB s            (4.16) 

 

Nomenclature 

Indices/Sets 

,p p P  products 

,b b B  product batches 

j J   processing units  

s S   processing stages 

 

Subsets 

jP   products p  that can be processed in unit j  

pJ   available units j to process product p   
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sJ   available units j to process stage s  

inP   subset of products p  included in the optimization 

 

Parameters  

ster

pt   required sterilization time for product p  (in hours) 

,

pack

p bt   packing time for product-batch p , b  (in hours) 

pLBC   capacity of the last batch of product p  (in cans) 

pBC   capacity of batches of product p  (in cans) 

pNB   number of batches required to satisfy demand of product p  

M   big-M parameter (available scheduling horizon) 

pdem   demand for product p  (in cans) 

min

ps   minimum allowed inventory of product p  (in cans) 

init

ps   initial inventory of product p  (in cans) 

prate   packing rate of product p  (in cans) 

, ,p p jch    changeover time between product p  and p  in unit j  (in hours) 

 

Binary Variables 

, , ,p b s jY   allocation variable of product-batch p , b in unit j of processing stage s  

,p pX   general precedence variable: =1 when product p is processed before product p  in 

the packing stage 

, , ,p b p bX    general precedence variable: =1 when product-batch p , b is processed before 

product-batch p , b in the sterilization stage  

Continuous Variables 

, ,p b sC   completion time of product-batch p , b in processing stage s  (in hours) 

, ,p b sL   starting time of product-batch p , b in processing stage s  (in hours) 

 

Free Variable – Objective 

maxC   makespan (in hours) 
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4.2.3 Decomposition algorithm 
The goal of the decomposition strategy is to decompose the large-scale scheduling problem into a 

subset of the involved products. This way the search space for the solver is reduced and 

computational time is favored. In particular, in each iteration of the algorithm a predefined number 

of products inP are scheduled, until a complete schedule for all products is extracted. Basic 

parameters of the decomposition algorithm are the order of the last scheduled product z  and the 

number of products to be scheduled at each iteration step 
dS . After the resolution of the MILP 

model at each iteration, allocation, sequencing and timing variables for the already scheduled 

product orders are fixed.  A pseudocode describing the decomposition algorithm is found below: 

 

Initialize z and step parameters 

For z=1 to number of products to be scheduled with step Sd 

 Loop over all products 

  If 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟(𝑝) ≤ 𝑧 

   𝑃𝑖𝑛 = 𝑌𝐸𝑆 

  End if 

 End loop 

Solve MILP model 

Fix   , , ,p b s jY , ,p pX  , , , ,p b p bX   , , ,p b sC , , ,p b sL for all 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝑖𝑛 

End for 

 

Figure 4.3 illustrates the flowchart of the complete solution strategy algorithm. Initially, the batching 

decisions are made in the preoptimization step described in section 4.2.1. Afterwards, the 

decomposition algorithm parameters are defined and the subproblem is solved utilizing the 

aforementioned MILP model (section 4.2.2). Next, the derived decisions made for the specific 

subproblem are fixed and the algorithm continues to the next iteration. Finally, when all products are 

considered, the final schedule is generated. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Solution Strategy 

4.3 Validation results 
The applicability and efficiency of the prosed modelling framework and solution strategy is illustrated 

in a real problem instance of the FRINSA plant. Both the sterilization and packing processes of the 
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plant are modelled in detail, while 100 final products are to be scheduled. The preoptimization step 

calculates that 362 batches are required in total to satisfy the demand. Utilizing the proposed 

decomposition technique, 20 final products are scheduled in each iteration. This number is chosen as 

a trade-off between the total computational time and the solution value. Lower values decrease 

immensely the computational complexity of the problem in hand, but also produce worse results for 

the complete final schedule. Respectively, choosing to schedule a larger number of products at each 

iteration proves to be computationally unacceptable. The proposed solution strategy was 

implemented in GAMS 24.9 [20] and solved using CPLEX 12.0. Optimality is reached for all iterations 

of the suggested strategy. Figure 4.4 illustrates the complete schedule generated for the sterilization 

units, while in figure 4.5 the corresponding schedule for the packing units is depicted. 

It is evident from the Gantt charts that the sterilizers are more active than the packing units. On the 

other hand, utilization of the packing lines depends on the demand profile, since each product can be 

processed only at specific packing units, whereas all products can be processed in any sterilizer. 

Nevertheless, all packing units are underutilized compared to the sterilizers. Hence, the sterilization 

stage is identified as the production’s bottleneck in line with conclusions presented in the previous 

chapter. This is also illustrated in figure 4.6, where the utilization of all units is shown. 

 Despite the ability of the suggested method to provide a complete schedule for a complex problem 

instance of the FRINSA plant, some limitations are also revealed. The total computational time for 

the presented case was 4 hours. Hence, the model is incompetent of scheduling more demanding 

weeks or it should be extended to include all the processing stages in reasonable time. 

 

Figure 4.4: a) Gantt chart of the sterilization units, b) indicative schedule with product codes for the ST7-11 sterilization units 
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Figure 4.5: Gantt chart of the packing units 

 

Figure 4.6: a) Utilization of sterilizers and b) packing units 

5 Modelling approach C: Multistage semi-
continuous production utilizing product families 

Following the results of the previous works, a third solution approach to solve the complex 

scheduling problem of the FRINSA plant is developed. Similar to the approach presented in section 4, 

the processing stages of sterilization and packing are modelled in detail. A main difference is the 

categorization of products into product families, which share similar characteristics in the 

sterilization stage. This action immensely reduces the number of choices (decision variables) to be 

made in the sterilization process of the plant. Thus, a significant decrease in the computational 

complexity of the problem in hand is achieved. 

5.1 Problem statement 
In this chapter, the multi-stage multi-product semi-continuous canned-fish plant of FRINSA is 

addressed. In particular, the processing stages of sterilization and packing are considered.  

The problem addressed is formulated according to the following items: 
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 A set of processing stages s S ( 0s =sterilization stage, 1s =packing stage). 

 A set of processing units j J with setup time time

js . pJ  are the units that can process 

product p , while 
sJ the units that can process stage s . 

 A set of product families ,f f F  with capacity in each sterilization chamber fBC  and 

sterilization time
ster

ft . inF is the subset of family products to be optimized. 

 A set of products p P  with specific production targets pdem  , and packing rates in every 

unit j ,p jrate . jP  are the products that can be processed in each unit j . inP is the subset of 

products to be optimized and fP the products that belong to family f . 

 A set of family batches b B . pB is the subset of family-batches that process a specific 

product p . 

 A changeover operation of time , ,p p jch  is necessary in each packing line whenever the 

production is changed between two products. No changeover exists between product 

families in the sterilization stage. 

We assume a non-preemptive operation, no fluctuations in orders (demand uncertainty) and that 

there are no limitations of resources (manpower, steam, water, etc.). Additionally, a zero-wait policy 

between the two processing stages is assumed.  

Notice that product families are defined only for the sterilization stage, while products only for the 

packing stage. The connection between the two stages is done through the individual batches, which 

contain products of a specific family. The concept of a batch is slightly different compared to the 

previous approach B. In the sterilization stage the term family-batch is used, while the term product-

batch is used in the packing stage. This concept will be further explained in the next section. 

The key decision variables are: 

 the required number of family-batches f -b  to be scheduled to satisfy the demand, fNBF    

 the allocation of products p in every family-batch f -b , ,p bY  

 the total amount of product p processed in each batch b , ,p bQ  

 the allocation of family-batches f -b in the sterilization stage, , ,f b jYF  

 the allocation of product-batches p -b in the packing stage, , ,p b jYP  

 the relative sequence between families f and f  in the sterilization stage, ,f fXF   

 the relative sequence between products p and p in the packing stage, ,p pXP   

 the completion times of family-batches ,f bCF in the sterilization stage and product-batches

,p bCP  in the packing stage 

Our goal is to reduce the total production time maxC as much as possible while fully satisfying the 

customers’ demand. 

Note, that no inventory related parameters and variables are defined. After thorough discussions 

with the plant operators it was concluded that there are no significant inventory limitations for each 

product in the FRINSA plant. Therefore, all related items are discarded. The only constraint that 
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needs to be considered is the total storage capacity of the plant, which will not significantly affect the 

search space for the solver and will be included in later versions of the model.  

5.2 Modelling approach 
Production scheduling in food industries typically deal with a very large number of products. To our 

favor, many products appear similar characteristics. This is also the case in the FRINSA plant, where 

products share same attributes in the sterilization stage. Therefore, these products can be treated as 

a product family group (family). This idea has been successfully implemented in [16], but for a single 

stage process. Because of this modelling concept, the size of the underlying model, thus the 

computational effort required to solve it, is reduced. Notice that this is achieved without sacrificing 

any feasibility constraint. In the presented approach, products belong in the same family if and only 

if: 

 They share the same batch capacity fBC . 

 They require equal sterilization time 
ster

ft . 

 They can be sterilized simultaneously in the same sterilization chamber. 

Due to the increased complexity of the scheduling problem, an MIP-based solution strategy is 

adopted, consisting of the following: 

 An MILP model for the batching decisions (batch optimizer). 

 A continuous general precedence based MILP model for the unit allocation, timing and 

sequencing decisions (Scheduling-MILP). 

 A decomposition strategy. 

The figure below illustrates an overview of the decision-making approach in the suggested solution 

strategy. 

 

Figure 5.1: Decision making 

As mentioned in the problem statement, an important concept of the modeling approach is the 

definition of family-batches in the sterilization stage and product-batches in the packing stage. While, 

the products are categorized in product families, this holds true only for the sterilization process. 

After the completion of the sterilization process, the various products being processed in a 

sterilization chamber, need to be packaged separately in the packing stage. Therefore, all the 
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decisions in the packing stage needs to be done in terms of products and not families. The set of 

batches allow us to connect the two stages and provide a continuity between them. An illustrative 

example can be seen in figure 5.2. Let us assume a family F01, in which products P01, P02 and P03 

belong. As it can be seen in the figure, the total demand of the family requires four batches to be 

processed in the sterilization stage. Thus, four family-batches F01.B01 F01.B02 F01.B03 and F01.B04 

need to be processed in the sterilization stage. But each family-batch does not consist of just one 

product. For example, family-batch F02.B02 consists of products P01 and P02. These have to be 

separately processed in the continuous stage of packing. So, in the packing stage a total of 6 product-

batches must be processed, mainly P01.B01, P01.B02, P02.B02, P02.B03, P03.B03 and P03.B04. So, 

defining just one set of batches b, both family-batches in the sterilization stage and product-batches 

in the packing stage can be expressed. 

 

Figure 5.2: Definition of family-batches and product-batches 

 

5.2.1 Batch optimizer 
Goal of the batch optimizer is to successfully distribute the product orders p   into family-batches f

- b  , so that the given demand is fully satisfied. Initially, some preoptimization calculations need to be 

made. The total demand of a product family fdemF equals the summation of the demands given for 

all products pdem belonging in this family (5.1). The total number of family-batches pNB to satisfy 

the demand, can be calculated through the total demand of the family and the quantity that can be 

processed in each batch (5.2).  

 
( )

,
in

f

in

f p

p P P

demF dem where f F
 

    (5.1) 

 , ( ),
f in in

p f f

f

dem
NB NBF where p P P f F

BC
       (5.2) 

Constraint set (5.3) ensures that the total amount of product processed in all family-batches will fully 

satisfy the given demand. 

 ,

p

in

p b p

b NB

Q dem p P


     (5.3) 

The industrial policy adopted in most food industries is that the intermediate batch stages are fully 

utilized, which leads to higher productivity. According to this policy, constraints (5.4) are 

implemented in the model. More specifically, the total amount of product produced in every family-

batch needs to be equal to the capacity of the sterilization chambers fBC . 
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      (5.4) 

Constraints (5.5) ensure that the produced amount of a product p in every family-batch ,p bQ is not 

exceeding the capacity constraints imposed by the sterilization chambers. In particular, if a product is 

processed in a family batch ,p bY , then the processed amount ,p bQ  needs to be at least one can and 

at most be equal to the maximum capacity of the sterilization unit. 

 , ,, ( ), , :in in
p b p bp b f f pY Q BC Y p P P f F b B b NB           (5.5) 

Goal of this optimization step is to process every product in the least possible number of batches 

(constraint 5.6). This number has a significant impact to the next optimization step (Scheduling 

MILP), since distributing the products in more family-batches, leads to more product-batches to be 

scheduled in the packing stage, thus larger MILP-models. 

 ,p b

p b

mix Y   (5.6) 

5.2.2 Scheduling MILP 
In the next step, all scheduling (unit allocation, timing and sequencing) decisions for both the 

sterilization and the packing stage are optimized. The MILP model employed in this approach is 

based on the general precedence framework [6]. The constraints are grouped according to the type 

of decision.  

Unit Allocation 

Constraint set (5.7), guarantees that each family-batch f - b is processed by exactly one sterilization 

chamber. Similarly, constraints (5.8) ensure that all product-batches p - b go through just one 

packing line. 

 , , 1 , : , 1
s

in

f b j f

j J

YF f F b B b NBF s


        (5.7) 
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      (5.8) 

Timing constraints 

Constraints (5.9) and (5.10) impose the timing constraints for all batches. In particular, constraint set 

(5.9) ensures that the completion time of a family-batch f - b  in the sterilization stage ,f bCF , will be 

larger than the required sterilization time of the process
ster

ft . Respectively, constraints (5.10) 

guarantee that the finish of the packing process of a batch ,p bCP will be equal to the completion time 

for the sterilization process ,f bCF plus the necessary packing time , ,

pack

p b jt and any waiting time ,p bW

between the stages. In the context of this work, no waiting time is allowed.  

 , , , , :
s

ster in

f b f f b j f

j J

CF t YF f F b B b NBF


        (5.9) 
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           (5.10) 

 

Sequencing constraints  

Constraint set (5.11) states that the completion time of a family-batch f  - b   that follows another 

family-batch f - b  in a sterilization chamber is greater than the completion time of f - b plus the 

required sterilization time
ster

ft  . Accordingly, (5.13) impose that the completion time of a product-

batch p - b in the packing stage following another product-batch p - b  in the same packing line, has 

to be greater than the completion time of p - b  plus the necessary packing time , ,

pack

p b jt and the 

required changeover time between them , ,p p jch  . Constraint sets (5.12) and (5.14) are 

complementary to (5.11) and (5.13) accordingly. 
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In order to avoid symmetric solutions, if two batches of the same family are assigned to the same 

sterilizer, we assume that the lower indexed batch is processed first (5.15). The same holds for the 

product-batches in the packing stage (5.16). 
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Objective 

Our goal is to minimize the required time to fully satisfy the demand, hence minimize the total 

production makespan. 

, ,in

max p b pC CP p P b B                                                                                                               (5.17) 

 

Nomenclature 

Indices/Sets 

,p p P  products 

,f f F  product families 

,b b B  family batches 

j J   processing units 

s S   processing stages 

 

Subsets 

fP   products p belonging to family f  

pJ   units j that can process product p  

 sJ   units j that belong to processing stage s  

pB  subset of batches b , defining in which family-batches b the product p is processed 

inP   subset of products included in the optimization 

inF   subset of families included in the optimization 

 

Parameters  

ster

ft   required sterilization time for product p  (in hours) 

, ,

pack

p b jt   packing time for product-batch p b in unit j (in hours) 

fBC   capacity of batches of family f  (in cans) 

fNBF   number of batches required to satisfy demand of family f  

pNB   number of batches required to satisfy demand of product p  

M   big-M parameter (available scheduling horizon) 

pdem   demand for product p  (in cans) 

fdemF   demand for product p  (in cans) 
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,p jrate   packing rate of product p in unit j  (in cans) 

, ,p p jch    changeover time between product p and p  in unit j  (in hours) 

 

Binary Variables 

,p bY   allocation variable: =1 when product p is processed in batch b  

, ,f b jYF   allocation variable: =1 when batch b of family f is processed in unit j  

, ,p b jYP   allocation variable: =1 when batch b of product p is assigned to unit j  

,f fXF    general precedence variable: =1 when family f is processed before family f   

,p pXP    general precedence variable: =1 when product p is processed before product p  

 

Continuous Variables 

,f bCF   completion time of family-batch f , b in the sterilization stage (in hours) 

,p bCP   completion time of product-batch p , b in the packing stage (in hours) 

,p bW  wait time of product-batch p , b between the sterilization and packing stage (in 

hours) 

 

Integer Variables 

,p bQ               processed amount of product p in batch b  (in cans) 

 

Free Variables – Objectives 

mix   total number of product batches 

maxC   makespan (in hours) 

5.2.3 Decomposition algorithm 
The goal of the decomposition strategy is to split the initial scheduling problem into several tractable 

subproblems, which can be solved by the proposed Scheduling-MILP model in reasonable time. In 

each subproblem a predefined number of product families are scheduled. Basic parameters of the 

decomposition algorithm are the position of the last scheduled family z and the number of families 

scheduled at each iteration step Sd. To improve the efficiency of the decomposition strategy the 

families are scheduled based on a specific insertion policy. In particular, an earliest due date (EDD) 

rule is adopted. In case two families have the same due date, then priority is given to the one with 

less unit flexibility, meaning that families with less alternative units should be scheduled first. Similar 

approaches for simpler problems have been successfully implemented in [12] and [19]. A 

pseudocode describing the decomposition algorithm follows: 
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Define insertion policy 

Initialize z 

For z=1 to amount of families being scheduled with step=Sd 

 Loop over all families 

  If 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑓) ≤ 𝑧 

   𝐹𝑖𝑛 = 𝑌𝐸𝑆 

  End if 

 End loop 

Solve MILP model 

Fix  𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 for all f ∈ 𝐹𝑖𝑛 

End for 

 

Figure 5.4. illustrates the flowchart of the solution strategy algorithm. Initially, the batching 

subproblem is solved and all batching decisions are fixed. Next, the insertion policy is defined as 

already described. Afterwards, the decomposition algorithm parameters are defined and the 

subproblem is solved utilizing the aforementioned Scheduling-MILP model. Subsequently, the 

derived decisions made for the specific subproblem are fixed and the algorithm continues to the next 

iteration. Finally, when all families are considered, the final schedule is generated. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Solution Strategy 

5.3 Validation results 
The results for a real problem instance of the FRINSA production plant is demonstrated in this 

section. Data from a real weekly production provided by FRINSA was used. A total of 102 final 

products categorized into 75 families have to be scheduled over two production processes 

(sterilization and packing) consisting of multiple parallel processing units. To fully satisfy the demand, 

more than 1000 batch operations are required to be scheduled. Utilizing the proposed 

decomposition technique, 1 product family is scheduled in each iteration. Thus, a quick MIP model 
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resolution is ensured. Notice that each family consists of multiple products, which are split into 

numerous batches. Hence, even scheduling families one at a time, requires the optimization of 

multiple jobs in each iteration. 

 The proposed models and the decomposition algorithm was implemented using GAMS 24.9 [20]. To 

solve the MILP problems the IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.0 solver was used in a desktop PC with an Intel Core 

i7-6700 @3.4Ghz and 16GB of RAM. Optimality was reached for all model iterations of the solution 

strategy. A feasible solution was provided in very low computational time (less than 10 minutes). The 

total makespan of the computed schedule is 110 hours, meaning that the proposed methodology is 

able to successfully schedule a real week of the FRINSA plant. The Gantt charts of the sterilization 

and packing stage are displayed in figures (5.5) and (5.6). 

 

Figure 5.5 Gantt chart of sterilization stage 

 

Figure 5.6 Gantt chart of packing stage 
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6 Planning of maintenance activities  

6.1 Problem description 
The P&G case covered in this contribution covers the P&G manufacturing plant located in Amiens, 

France. In this plant, the Soluble Unit Dose (SUD) sachets (also known as Pods) are produced in many 

different variants, for different purposes and markets. The plant consists of different unit operations, 

from the receiving and storing of raw materials to the packing and palletizing of the finished 

products. For each type of unit operation, there are several of them working in parallel in different 

production lines.  

In this contribution, the optimization of maintenance is tackled. The main goal in this case is the 

development of a predictive maintenance concept, which can be implemented into the plant in 

Amiens. Currently P&G is using a time-based approach in which all components in the production 

lines are changed periodically after a fixed number of days, neglecting their real status.  

In the plant in Amiens, the maintenance for a production line is performed during specific 

maintenance timeslots. These slots are determined during the production planning for the plant. In 

general, a four-hour long maintenance slot is incorporated into the production schedule for each 

production line every two weeks. During these slots, maintenance tasks can be carried out. A SAP 

system provides all tasks which are due to be changed in the next days and an expert does the 

concrete scheduling of the tasks by hand. Each maintenance task can only be carried out by one or 

multiple workers with specific skill sets (e. g. electricians, mechanics …). Due to the fact that only a 

limited number of workers with specific skills is available during a maintenance slot, the tasks have to 

planned in such a way that they can be carried out by the available personal. In addition, tasks have 

different priorities which have to be taken into account. In general, no task with a lower priority is 

allowed to be carried out if another task with a higher priority can be performed instead. 

This project aims to reduce the costs associated with maintaining and repairing some of the 

components by introducing accurate predictions for their lifetime acquired through data-analysis. In 

addition, the equipment availability should be extended by using an improved scheduling procedure 

for the resulting maintenance tasks through better utilization of the available resources with the goal 

to free up time reserved for maintenance for production.  

In this part of the report, an approach for the improved scheduling is presented. 

6.2 Modelling approach 
The mathematic model for the scheduling problem presented under section 6 is based on the Bin 

Packing Problem [21]. Furthermore, a method was developed which utilizes this formulation but 

improves the result by handling the priorities in an improved fashion. 

6.2.1 Bin packing problem 
The Bin Packing Problem (BPP) is a problem from the field of combinatorial optimization. It is one the 

classic NP-complete problems [22]. The goal of the optimization is to find the minimum number of 𝑚 

bins 𝑀 = {1, … , 𝑚} with a given capacity 𝑐 so that each of 𝑛 given items 𝑁 = {1, … , 𝑛} with a 

positive weight 𝑤𝑗 is assigned to one bin without exceeding the capacity of any bin [1]. For example, 

for six items with the weights 2, 18, 23, 32, 42, 80 and a bin capacity of 100 the assignment of 2, 18 
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and 80 to one bin and the other items to another bin would lead to an optimal solution of two bins, 

since for the sum of all weights (197) at least two bins are required to pack all items into bins.  

A mathematical formulation can be given as follows [21]: 

min ∑ 𝑦𝑖

𝑚

𝑖=1

 (6.1) 

𝑠. 𝑡. ∑ 𝑤𝑗 ⋅ 𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

≤ 𝑐𝑦𝑖 , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑀 (6.2) 

       ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝑚

𝑖=1

= 1, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑁 (6.3) 

where 𝑦𝑖 ∈  {0,1} for all 𝑖 ∈ 𝑀 depicts whether a bin 𝑖 is used (𝑦𝑖 = 1) or not (𝑦𝑖 = 0) and where 

𝑥𝑖𝑗 ∈  {0,1} for all 𝑖 ∈ 𝑀 and 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁 is 1 if item 𝑗 is assigned to bin 𝑖. It is assumed that 𝑐 is a positive 

value and that this value is larger than every weight 𝑤𝑗. The constraints (6.2) ensure that the 

combined weight of all items which are packed into one bin do not exceed its capacity and the 

constraints (6.3) depict that for each item 𝑗 exactly one bin 𝑖 has to be assigned. The objective of this 

problem (6.1) is to minimize the number of used bins. 

6.2.2 Mathematical model for the maintenance scheduling problem 
The BPP is used as a base for the modelling of the maintenance scheduling of the plant in Amiens. 

Therefore, the maintenance tasks 𝑇 = {1, … , 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥} which have to be scheduled correspond to the 

items in the BPP while the potential maintenance slots 𝑆 = {1, … , 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥} are depicted as bins. The 

decisions to perform a maintenance task 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 in maintenance slot 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 is depicted by the binary 

variables 𝑥𝑠,𝑡 with 𝑥𝑠,𝑡 = 1 if 𝑡 is processed in 𝑠 and the decision that the production line 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿 =

{1, … , 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥} is maintained during the maintenance slot 𝑠 ∈ S  is depicted by the binary variables 𝑦𝑠𝑙  

where 𝑦𝑠𝑙 = 1 indicates that the 𝑙 has to be shut down due to maintenance in 𝑠. Analogously to the 

constraints (6.3) for each maintenance task 𝑡 exactly one maintenance slot s has to be chosen in 

which the task will be performed: 

∑ 𝑥𝑠,𝑡

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 

𝑠=1

= 1    ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇. (6.4) 

While the original problem only takes the weight of the items into account, several constraints have 

to be considered in order to adequately model the scheduling problem described in section 6.1. First 

of all, slots 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 and tasks 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 have different total durations depicted by the parameters 𝐷𝑠
𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 and 

𝐷𝑠
𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘. Hence, a task can only be carried out in a maintenance slot which is at least as long as the task 

needs to be completed: 

𝑥𝑠,𝑡𝐷𝑡
𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 ≤ 𝐷𝑠

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡    ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆,  𝑡 ∈ 𝑇. (6.5) 

Certain workers with specific skills are required to fulfil a specific task. In order to not model each 

individual worker who works at the plant, different groups of workers 𝑊 = {1, … , 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥} (e. g. 

electricians, mechanics,…) are introduce. During each maintenance slots 𝑠 a certain number of 

person-hours per group 𝑊𝑠,𝑤
𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 is available to cover the workload 𝑊𝑡,𝑤

𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 of a task 𝑡. The number of 

available person-hours restricts the number of tasks that can be carried out during a maintenance 

slot: 
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∑ 𝑊𝑡,𝑤
𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑡=1
𝑥𝑠,𝑡 ≤ 𝑊𝑠,𝑤

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡   ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆,  𝑤 ∈ 𝑊. (6.6) 

Beside these capacity restrictions each maintenance task has to be performed in a given time interval 

𝑥𝑠,𝑡(𝑠 − 𝐸𝑡) ≥ 0     ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆,  𝑡 ∈ 𝑇  (6.7) 

𝑥𝑠,𝑡(𝐿𝑡 − 𝑠) ≥ 0       ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆,  𝑡 ∈ 𝑇  (6.8) 

where the parameter 𝐸𝑡 ∈ 𝑆 depicts the earliest and  𝐿𝑡 ∈ 𝑆 the latest timeslot in which a task 𝑡 

might be carried out. If 𝑥𝑠,𝑡 = 1 then the chosen slot 𝑠 has to be in the interval [𝐸𝑡 , 𝐿𝑡] to satisfy both 

equations (6.7) and (6.8).  

In order to keep track of the slots that are used for maintenance at a production line 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿 the 

following constraints are introduced 

𝑥𝑠,𝑡 ≤ 𝑦𝑠,𝑙        ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆,  𝑙 ∈ 𝐿 , 𝑡 ∈ {𝑡′ ∈ 𝑇 |𝑃𝑡′ = 𝑙} (6.9) 

where 𝑃𝑡 denotes the line which is associated with a task 𝑡. Also not all lines can be shut down for 

maintenance at any regarded timeslot, which is modelled by the following constraints: 

    𝑦𝑠,𝑙 ≤ 𝐴𝑠,𝑙        ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆,  𝑙 ∈ 𝐿 (6.10) 

The parameters 𝐴𝑠,𝑙  depict whether the production line 𝑙 can be maintained (𝐴𝑠,𝑙 = 1) during the 

slot 𝑠 or not (𝐴𝑠,𝑙 = 0).  

Maintenance tasks have different priorities. If a task 𝑡 with a priority 𝑝𝑡 is carried out in slot 𝑠 then no 

other task 𝑡’ with a lower priority 𝑝𝑡’ is allowed to be carried out in a maintenance slot 𝑠’ with 

𝐸𝑡 ≤ 𝑠’ ≤ 𝑠.  The latter restriction permits tasks with a lower priority to be performed before a task 

with a higher priority if the task with a higher priority cannot be carried out in this timeslot because 

of the constraint (6.7):  

 (1 − 𝑥𝑠,𝑡)𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≥ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑠′,𝑡′

𝑠−1

𝑠′=𝐸𝑡

.

𝑡′∈{𝑡′∈𝑇|𝑝𝑡′<𝑝𝑡}

 (6.11) 

The objective of this optimization is to minimize the number of maintenance slots needed to carry 

out all tasks and to delay all tasks as much as possible. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to find 

one solution which is optimal at the same time for both cases. For example for 𝑆 = {1,2} and 

𝑇 = {1,2} with 𝐸𝑡 = 1 for 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 and 𝐿1 = 1 and 𝐿2 = 2 it is either possible to perform both tasks in 

the first slot to minimize the number of used maintenance slots or it is also possible to use both 

maintenance slots in order to delay the tasks as much as possible. Both options are valid solutions 

and a decision has to be made which solution is preferred. In case of the P&G plant it is much more 

important to minimize the number of needed maintenance slots to free up time for production. 

Hence, the following objective function is used: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑀 ⋅ ( ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑠,𝑙

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑠=1

𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑙=1

) + ∑ ∑ (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑠)𝑦𝑠,𝑙

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑠=1

𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑙=1

 (6.12) 

with 𝑀 > 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⋅ ∑ 𝑠𝑠∈𝑆  being a factor which is used to weight the decision to use less slots much 

higher than any decision to use a later maintenance slot. The first part of the objective 

function(∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑠,𝑙
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑠=1

𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑙=1 ) depicts the minimization of the number of slots while the second part 

∑ ∑ (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑠)𝑦𝑠,𝑙
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑠=1

𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑙=1  models the preference of later slots over earlier slots. Due to the factor 
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𝑀 the first part of the objective is dominant. Hence, a solution which uses one slot more than 

another solution cannot lead to a better objective value than a solution with fewer slots. 

6.3 Algorithmic approach for improved priority handling 
Following the strict policy for the handling of priorities induced by the restrictions (6.11) can lead to 

solutions, which could be further improved.  

 

Figure 6.1: Example for a possible improvement of solutions by using sparse capacities in maintenance slots. 

Figure 6.1: Example for a possible improvement of solutions by using sparse capacities in 

maintenance slots. shows an example how the sparse capacities of a maintenance slot can be used 

for lower priority tasks without interfering with the assignment of other high priority tasks. In the 

depicted case it is possible to reduce the number of necessary maintenance slots by moving task 4 to 

slot 1. While the strict restrictions of the model would not allow such a solution in practice this might 

not be the case. Therefore, an algorithm (see Algorithm 1) was developed to find solutions, which 

utilize the sparse capacities of single slots. 

 

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for iterative scheduling 

 

The main idea of the developed algorithm is to split the set of tasks into multiple disjoint sets of tasks 

 𝑇 = 𝑇1 ∪ … ∪ 𝑇𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥
 with 𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 being the highest priority and 𝑇𝑝 = {𝑡 ∈ 𝑇|𝑝𝑡 = 𝑝} being the set of 

all tasks with the priority 𝑝. Afterwards all sets of tasks are scheduled iteratively in a descending 

order according to their priority. By scheduling the tasks in this order single tasks are only allowed to 
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use the sparse capacities if these capacities were not needed for the maintenance of tasks of all 

higher priorities. After each set of tasks was successfully scheduled, using the optimization model 

described in section 6.2.26.2.2 the available person-hours 𝑊𝑠,𝑤
𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡  have to be reduced and all variables 

𝑦𝑠,𝑙  have to be fixed to 1 if 𝑦𝑠,𝑙 = 1 in the optimal solution.  

6.4 Results & outlook 
The model and algorithm were implemented using the programming language Julia 0.6.2 [23] using 

the package JuMP [24] to implement the developed mathematical optimization problem. To solve 

the MILP problem the commercial solver IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.7.1 was used. The approach was tested 

using a MS Windows 7 desktop PC with an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz and 24 GB of RAM. We 

used historical data for the last 18 Months of one production line to test the MILP formulation and 

the iterative algorithm. The results of the optimizations in contrast to the historical data can be seen 

in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2 : Results of the optimization of historical data 

Using both approaches the number of maintenance slots, which are necessary to perform all tasks, 

was reduced to 26 from originally 59. The computation time needed to obtain these results was 

around five seconds. While the achieved results are much better w.r.t. the proposed objective 

function it cannot be neglected that, several tasks might have been scheduled at a specific timeslot 

due to sudden breakdowns or other criteria although it would have been beneficial to delay the task 

to another maintenance slot. It has to be evaluated, whether the promising results can also be 

achieved during the real production. Therefore, a first tool was developed which the real planers at 

P&G will use to evaluate the method in a real-world setting. Besides improving the tool according to 

the feedback provided by the end-users, the next important steps to achieve the overall goals of the 

work package are to integrate the improved predictions for necessary maintenance provided by 

data-analysis. Also an integration of both methods into the real system at the plant has to be 

considered. 

7 Concluding remarks, current and future work 

The first part of this report presents several modelling attempts for the optimization of the short-

term production scheduling of multi-product, multi-purpose and multi-stage production facilities 

typically met in the process industries such as the food plant of FRINSA. More specifically, three 

modelling approaches are proposed in total. Approach A, successfully schedules a real weekly 

demand in the packing stage of the plant using an MILP model based on the immediate-precedence 

framework. The main contribution of this approach is the recognition of the sterilization stage as the 

production’s bottleneck. Therefore, the implementation of these results in the real plant will produce 

a sub-optimal solution. According to these observations, an alternative approach B is developed, 

which includes both the sterilization and packing stages of the FRINSA plant. A decomposition 

technique combined with a general precedence-based MILP model is proposed to solve this 

challenging problem. It was proven that the proposed approach is able to solve the problem, but it is 

limited to medium-scale problem instances. The deeper understanding of the process after multiple 

discussions with the plant operators, and the conclusions of the two first approaches, helped in the 

development of the last presented modelling approach. The categorization of the products into 

product families and the use of a decompositions technique utilizing effective insertion criteria, 

proved to significantly reduce the required computational effort to solve the problem. A real-week 

plant operation was successfully scheduled requiring small computational times. This is one of the 

first successful and systematic attempts to solve a mixed batch and continuous industrial scheduling 

problem of this size. An important aspect of approach C is that headroom still exists for further 

improvement of the schedule. Even more demanding weeks can be scheduled, while an extension to 

include all processing stages is possible. 

It should be emphasized that while specific attention has been made to the modelling of food plants, 
such as the FRINSA use case, the proposed models are generic enough to be used in other types of 
process industries such as chemical, pharmaceutical, etc.  
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Despite the promising results of the suggested MIP-based solution strategy, work is currently in 
progress to address more complex and realistic issues of the underlying problem. Thus, ongoing work 
focuses on the following activities: 

 Further improvement of the initial schedule using reallocation and reinsertion actions. 

 Introduction of multiple due dates for the same product. 

 Modelling the shared resources (carts) between the sterilization and packing stage. 

The proposed modelling and optimization frameworks will be completed with the following future 
steps: 

 Introduction of cost issues in the objective of the model (sterilizer’s energy cost, unit 
production costs, changeover costs). 

 Modelling of the remaining processing stages. 

 The considerations of more demanding problem instances. 

 The consideration of uncertainties e.g. order cancellations/modifications with the 
implementation of a rolling horizon approach. 

In the second part of this deliverable an optimization model for the planning of maintenance 
activities was proposed. The overall formulation has been inspired by the P&G use case and it is 
based on the Bin Packing Problem. The solutions obtained by applying this method were further 
improved by using a new algorithm which is utilizing unused capacities due to too strict priority 
handling of the maintenance tasks. Both, the mathematical model and the new algorithm were 
evaluated using historical data. These first tests showed promising results. 

In the future, the developed methods have to be tested at the real plant in Amiens. Therefore, a 
prototype tool is being developed which will be handed to the planners at the plant. After an 
evaluation by the end-users, the developed method will be adjusted according to their feedback. 
Beside testing the new methods, a combination of the scheduling part and the data-analysis part of 
this work-package has to be done in order to help P&G moving from a time-based maintenance to a 
more efficient predictive maintenance. 

Overall, Deliverable 4.1 fully meets the original objectives related to Task 4.1. It is worthwhile to note 
that it also covers activities related to Task 4.4 “validation studies” which started before the originally 
scheduled period.  
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